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Introduction
Reliability is significant in describing the performance of a system. System reliability indicates the capability of a system to perform specified functions under definite conditions and within limited time period. System reliability analysis methods can help calculate the value of system reliability and determine the weakness of a system. Therefore, a system reliability analysis model, which is close to the actual system, should be established. This model will provide theoretical support for research, improvement, and maintenance.
In recent years, system reliability theory is rapidly developed. Numerous system reliability analysis methods, such as fault tree analysis methods [5] , binary decision diagram (BDD) analysis methods [6, 9] , T-S fuzzy fault tree analysis methods [16] and Bayesian networks (BNs), are also emerging. Among the above methods, BN analysis methods [10, 2] are the most widely applied in system reliability analysis [17] and fault diagnosis [2] because of their advantages in both modeling capability and analysis process. The traditional BN reliability analysis methods are based on the hypothesis of two-state simple series-parallel systems [1, 3] ; these systems ignore the fuzziness of information and polymorphism of fault states in actual systems and consequently limit their application. In the past few years, further research used BN analysis methods to overcome the aforementioned problems. In [12] , BNs were introduced to dynamic system reliability evaluation; moreover, traditional BN reliability analysis methods were further developed to improve the efficiency and accuracy of calculation and extend the application scope. BNs were combined with fuzzy set theory to predict the safety risk of subway operation and analyze sciENcE aNd tEchNology the most important risk factor affecting fire accidents [11] . A reliability analysis model for fuzzy multi-state systems was established in [4] by introducing fuzzy set theory into BN modeling; the resulting model was applied on hydraulic systems. However, these system reliability research methods are mostly based on the assumption of static failure information, and "change" is a basic characteristic of an actual system. Therefore, a system reliability model, which considers changing failure probabilities, should be established. In [15] , a system reliability model was established by using loadstrength interference model, order statistics, and Poisson stochastic process. This model was applied on series, parallel, and k/n systems. The evolution characteristics of system reliability and failure probability over time were also studied. Considering the effects of strength degradation on system reliability, a reliability model as a function of load frequency and time was proposed in [13] ; such model can be applicable on series-parallel systems. These methods are based on the assumption that all components are identical, and the working loads are not changed. Thus, they can only analyze simple series-parallel system under a relatively stable working environment. In complex mechanical systems, these methods cannot reflect the actual situation, thereby limiting their promotion and application. Fuzziness, polymorphism, and variability are the three basic characteristics of complex mechanical systems. Ignoring any one of them may lead to significant errors and wrong conclusions in system reliability analysis. Therefore, a further complete BN models considering the fuzziness, multistate, and dynamics in failure information have attracted considerable attention, specifically in system reliability analysis.
In this paper, fuzzy set theory is introduced into BN analysis. The multi-state variety system reliability analysis methods, which consider the system component's failure probability variation with time, are also studied. Finally, this new method is applied in the car elevator free accident of high-speed elevator flexible lifting system.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, the BN methods are introduced. In Section 2, system reliability analysis methods based on triangular fuzzy BN are proposed. In Section 3, the car elevator free accident of high-speed elevator flexible lifting system is analyzed by using the proposed method. In Section 4, the conclusions and some suggestions for further studies are provided.
BNs
BNs, which are also known as belief networks, probabilistic networks, and causal diagrams, are a kind of uncertainty representation and reasoning models based on probabilistic analysis and graph theory [7, 14] .
BNs consist of one directed acyclic graph and some conditional probability tables, which are used to describe the probabilistic dependencies of variables. A BN can be denoted as
, X T is the directed acyclic graph with N nodes, and P indicates the conditional probability table of each node.
 is the set of all node variables. Node variable can be the abstract of any specific question, such as component status, observational information, or personnel operation. T represents the directed edges between two variables, which are used to describe the relationship between two variables. The directed edges indicate links to be directed from parent nodes to child nodes. The nodes without a parent node are root nodes, and those without a child node are leaf nodes. The conditional probability table P is used to describe logical relationships. According to the conditional independence assumption of BNs, the conditional probability distribution can be represented by ( | ( ))
indicates the set of parent nodes of i X .
BN can be used to conduct either qualitative analysis or quantitative analysis. The directed acyclic graph is utilized to conduct the qualitative analysis by describing the relationship between two variables. Quantitative analysis is performed using the conditional probability table that can describe the correlation between a node and its parent nodes. When the priori probability and conditional probability tables of root nodes are known, the joint probability distribution can be described as follows:
Reliability analysis of a triangle fuzzy variety BN system
Fuzzy BN considers fuzziness and variation in the component failure information of a multi-state system. The triangle fuzzy variety subset is constructed to describe the BN root nodes. The fuzzy BN nodes are introduced into the BN model to calculate the multi-state system fuzzy reliability and fuzzy importance of root nodes with BN inference algorithms. Furthermore, the goal of multi-state system reliability analysis is realized.
Triangular fuzzy variety subset construction
In the traditional BN-based reliability analysis methods, the failure probability of a node is usually assumed as the average value of this type of component. Nevertheless, the failure probability of most components is fuzzy and varies with time in actual condition. In this paper, we use a triangular fuzzy subset to describe the root nodes.
First, we obtained the relationship between failure probability and time by analyzing the failure data of components in a system. Given that the obtained failure data are discrete, modeling of time-varying failure probability accurately through simple functions is difficult. Therefore, the failure probability is fuzzy. For example, the failure probability variation of a transmission in its initial stage is depicted in Fig. 1 [18] , where "experiment 1" and "experiment 2" are the failure probability curves of two experiments. Results show that failure probability increases irregularly over time between two lines, namely, the upper and lower limit lines. A simple function cannot be easily used to describe the relationship between failure probability and time. The failure probability of most mechanical components in the initial stage is similar to that of the rope spring in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. Failure probability variation of rope spring in its initial stage
We use the fuzzy subset to replace the fixed value and describe failure probability of a component at a specified time t. Many kinds of membership function, such as triangular, trapezoidal, normal, and lognormal membership functions, are used to describe fuzzy subset. With the advantage of simple algebraic operation, triangular membership function is most widely used and thereby adopted in this study. In addition to variation range, triangular membership function can also highlight the most possible value of a fuzzy variable.
( ) ij P t  is the probability that the fault state of node i x is j i x at time t. Consequently, the triangular fuzzy subset of ( ) ij P t  can be denoted h t h t − are the left and right fuzzy areas, respectively. The uncertainty of variable increases with increasing fuzzy area. The membership function of ( ) ij P t  is defined by Eq. (3), which is also shown in Fig. 1 .
where h indicates the failure probability at time t .
The time-varying property of a root node's failure probability is also considered. A series of triangular fuzzy subset can be calculated to describe the variation of a root node's failure probability over time, which is shown in Fig. 3. 
Failure possibility of a fuzzy BN system
Root nodes are used to represent all the basic events in the BN system, which are denoted as ( )
. T is the leaf node that describes the failure state of the system. The other events of the BN system are represented by the middle nodes, which are denoted as 
P t
=  denotes the fuzzy probability that leaf node T is in fault state v T , which can be expressed as a function of ( ) ij P t  :
where π T ( ) is the set of all parent nodes of leaf node T , and π y 1 ( ) is the set of all parent nodes of the middle node 1 y .
Importance of a fuzzy BN system
In a multi-state system, the fuzzy BN reflects the comprehensive evaluation of a root node under different fault states. ( ) ij p t  refers to the fuzzy subset of the failure probability that node i x is in fault state Thus, the fuzzy importance of root node in fault state j i x with leaf node T in fault state q T is as follows: The fuzzy importance of root node i x with leaf node T at fault state q T is as follows:
where m is the number of fault states for root node i x , and
I t is the average importance of fault state j i x at time t when its fault state changes from 0 to 1.
Equations (4) to (6) show that the proposed reliability analysis method can realize reliability estimation for multi-state systems through optimizing the fuzzy and time-varying fault information. Moreover, the method can help engineers perform fault diagnosis for a system with the results of importance analysis.
Case study
The flexible lifting system is the core mechanical part of an elevator [19] . The system consists of three parts: safety protection, traction, and track subsystems. The safety protection subsystem mainly includes safety clamp, rope clip, and buffer. The track subsystem mainly includes rails, guide wheels, car frame, and guide shoe. The traction subsystem mainly includes traction rope, traction wheels, and traction machine. During operation, component damage often causes slip ladder accident, which will seriously affect the safety of passengers. Thus, the reliability of the flexible lifting system in high-speed elevators should be dynamically analyzed. The most important component seriously affecting car slipping accident should also be determined. As an example, the schematic diagram of one type of high-speed elevator is depicted in Fig. 4 . Figure 5 shows the main components, which can cause elevator car slipping accident, and the interaction relationships among them.
BN was used to describe the working states of the elevator's flexible lifting system. The leaf node T is the slipping accident of the elevator car. 1 10 x x are root nodes, which represent the safety clamp, rope clip, buffer, rails, guide wheels, safety gear, guide shoe, traction rope, traction wheels, and traction machine, respectively. 1 3 y y are the middle nodes, which represent the safety, traction, and track devices, respectively. The BN model of car slipping accident T in the flexible lifting system of a high-speed elevator is shown in Fig. 6 . Tables 1-4 , respectively [19] . The conditional probability of each child node can be obtained under the combinations of parent nodes in all fault states.
Fault probability analysis
Given that the component performance and working environments of different elevators are different, the tendencies of components' failure probability with time also vary. Experimental data 1. base rubber, 2. traction rope, 3. rail, 4. guide wheel, 5. car frame, 6. car, 7. bottom rubber of car, 8. damping rubber, 8. top rubber of car, 10. spring of rope end, 11. traction wheel, 12. bearing beam, 13. steering wheel, 14. counterweight, 15. compensation rope, 16. tensioning system analysis showed that the failure probability triangular fuzzy subset of each node at fault state 1 is summarized in Table 5 . The fuzzy variety subset of node x 1 -x 10 at fault state 0.5 is the same as the subset at fault state 1. According to Eqs. 2 to 4 and Tables 1 to 4, the fuzzy failure probability of the system at different fault states are as follows: ( ) ( , , , x x x P t P x x y y y T P T y y y P y x x x P t P t P t P y x x P t P t P y x x x P t P t P Figures 7 and 8 show the analysis results of dynamic reliability analysis method based on fuzzy BNs and the fault tree analysis method [8] .
The failure probability result of the proposed method is a triangular fuzzy variety subset that includes the upper limit, center variable, and lower limit. In the traditional fault tree analysis method, the failure probability is only a curve because of ingoing information uncertainty. When the system possesses sufficient information data, and the fault logic relationship is clear, then the fault tree analysis method is the most suitable option because of its simple calculation. However, when the fault logic relationship is uncertain, and insufficient fault information is available, then the proposed method is suitable for reliability analysis.
Importance analysis
Equation 5 shows that the fuzzy importance of root node x 1 at fault state 1 with leaf node T at fault state 1 is as follows: Figure 9 shows the importance results of root node x 1 using the proposed methods. With the above calculation methods, the fuzzy importance of other root nodes can also be obtained.
The traditional T-S fuzzy importance based on failure probability and fuzzy subset is a time-independent value. By contrast, the BN fuzzy importance considers the various information of a system and thus can derive a time-dependent curve. Figure 9 shows that the importance of root node 1
x when the leaf node T is at fault state 0.5 is a curve with little variation over time, which is close to a constant value. Thus, the T-S fuzzy importance analysis method can be used for an approximate calculation. The fuzzy importance of root node 1 x when the leaf node T is at fault state 1 is a curve, which changes drastically over time; hence, it cannot be calculated using the traditional T-S fuzzy importance methods.
This study fully considered fuzziness and variety of failure information in an actual system. This method can completely utilize faulty information compared with the traditional system reliability analysis methods. Additionally, the results match relatively well with the actual situations. However, some subjective information, such as expert information, is needed in this method. Consequently, the objectivity of analysis results is influenced to some extent.
Conclusion
In this study, triangular fuzzy variety subset is used to describe the failure probability of components that vary with time. The proposed method considers the variety, fuzziness, and uncertainty of component failure probability and can achieve an accurate reliability analysis result. The fuzzy multi-state CPT is used to describe the failure mechanism between two different components. Many actual objective factors are considered in this method compared with the traditional fault tree analysis method. Finally, a case study on the car slipping accident of a flexible lifting system is conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. However, the proposed method is limited by that it can only deal with initial failures of a system. In future work, the entire life cycle of system reliability will be investigated.
